CT grading of otosclerosis.
The CT grading system for otosclerosis was proposed by Symons and Fanning in 2005. The purpose of this study was to determine if this CT grading system has high interobserver and intraobserver agreement. All 997 petrous bone CTs performed between December 2000 and September 2007 were reviewed. A total of 81 subjects had CT evidence of otosclerosis on at least 1 side; 68 (84%) had bilateral disease. Because otosclerosis was clinically suspected in both ears of all 81 subjects even if CT evidence was only unilateral, both petrous bones (162 in total) were included. Two blinded neuroradiologists independently graded disease severity using the Symons/Fanning grading system: grade 1, solely fenestral; grade 2, patchy localized cochlear disease (with or without fenestral involvement) to either the basal cochlear turn (grade 2A), or the middle/apical turns (grade 2B), or both the basal turn and the middle/apical turns (grade 2C); and grade 3, diffuse confluent cochlear involvement (with or without fenestral involvement). One reviewer repeat-graded the petrous bone CTs to determine intraobserver agreement with a 7-month intervening delay to mitigate recall bias. There were 154 agreements (95%) comparing the first grading of reviewer 1 with that of reviewer 2 (kappa = 0.93). When the repeat 7-month delayed grading of reviewer 1 was compared with that of reviewer 2, there were 151 (93%) agreements (kappa = 0.90). Therefore, mean interobserver agreement was excellent (mean kappa = 0.92). There were 155 agreements (96%) comparing the original grading of reviewer 1 with the delayed grading (kappa = 0.94), demonstrating excellent intraobserver agreement. A recently published CT grading for otosclerosis on the basis of location of involvement yielded excellent interobserver and intraobserver agreement.